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INTBODUCTIOW
It is still important for children to learn to
write rapidly and legihly, even thou^ the use of the
typewriter is growing steadily. There are some writ-
ing situations in which a typewriter cannot he used
easily, as in signatures, and tai:ing notes during a
lecture or telephone conversation JL/
Handwriting in the modern school is not as good as
it once had been.
’’Teachers and supervisors and even lay-
men have had the impression, for some time,
that school children do not wr*' well as
The illegible handwriting of a fourth grade class
and the absence of a handwriting outline for that par-
ticular fourth grade have led the author to attempt this
review of methods and suggestions. Included in this re-
view is a plan which can be used in the classroom.
1/ Paul McEee, Lan^age in the Slementary School, Hough-
ton Mifflin Company, ^ston, l934
^ William S. Gray, Frank H. Freeman, and William A.
Brownell, "Trends in the Three R’s", Childhood Eduoa-
tion, XIII, May, 1937, pp. 414-419
they did a generation or more
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016
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CHAPTEH I
BSVrEW 0? lETHODS III OSAGHIITG HAED'JHITIirG
The incidental method of teaching handwriting has
not been adequate even for the meager requirement, legi-
bility. "The child must have some direction and guid-
ance o"i/
Since handv/riting is a motor skill, "it is neces-
sary to follow a procedure common to the learning of
other motor skills."
"1. The learner must be ready to learn.
S. The learner must be willing to learn facts
and work at principles.
3. The learner must be willing to practice to
reach acceptable standards."^
According to All tucker, the steps in teaching hand-
writing are;
"1. Present a definite objective goal for each
child
.
2. let him try to reach it.
3. Have him measure his own success or failure.
ly William Henry Pyle
,
The Psychology of the Common
Branches with Abstracts o^f the Source Ivlaterial
.
vVar-
wick and Y ork
,
In c
. ,
BaitTm ore
,
19 30
,
Chapter IX, p. 199
^ Beulah P. Beale, "Trends in Handwriting", Education
Digest X, November, 1944, pp. 23-25
--if
4 In the event of failure, supply such assistance
as he may ash for and encourage him to try
again
•
5. In the event of success, present a new and
slightly more difficult objective until the
ultimate goal is reached.”!/
West suggested the substitution of language and
spelling for the regular penmanship period. Then pen-
manship drill would not be considered an extra subject,
but, instead, a part of the regular written worh. West
believed "this correlation of subjects was a remarkable
move toward giving the child a general ideal and habit. ,.E/
Freeman and Dougherty do not favor the correlation
of writing with other subjects. They said that writing
was an independent subject and should not be minimized.
They suggested that writing be given in a separate peri-
od and that good writing be required in all subjects.
They recommended the introduction into the writing les-
son, of the form and words that the child will need in
other subjects .2/
2j M. Alltucker, ”The teaching of Handwriting”, Jour-
nal of the national Education Association. XVI. 1$2'7
5pT
^ Paul V. West, Chana:ing Practices in Handwriting In-
struction
,
Educational Research Mono graphs
,
Humber 9,
PulDlic School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois,
1927, pp. 41-137
^ Frank H. Freeman and Mary X. Dougherty, How to Teach
Handv/riting
,
Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston
,
1923
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Thompson found that the incidental teaching of
spelling and handwriting in other subject matter was a
failure. He worked with a set of exercises that in-
cluded homogeneous groupings of letters and units built
around spelling vocabulary. They also included speci-
fic writing problems with suggested activities for their
mastery.—/
Cole, in her diagnostic teaching of handwriting,
stressed no particular position as long as it was com-
fortable. She used the fountain pen—not pen and ink.
Her work included simple exercises, diagnosis by the
teacher, and remedial work. Each pupil v/orked on his
O'ffn difficulties. There was no general exercise in the
series. When a child wrote an exercise satisfactorily
three times in succession, he was given a star and ex-
cused from further drill on that exercise. All her ex-
ercises v;ere only on letter formation© 2/
Guiler found that diagnosis and analysis are im-
portant in overcoming faults. He also indicated that
handwriting is greatly improved by concentrating on the
ny Stanley I. 'i'iiompson, ” Integration of ?ifth Grade
Spelling and Handwriting"
,
Elementary School Journal
^II, January, 1942, pp. 347-35V
Luella ’W, Cole "Heresy in Handwriting"
,
Elementary
School Journal, 2XXVIII, April, 1938, pp. 606-618
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difficjult points. His work included preliminary test-
ing, diagnosis and analysis, remedial instruction, and
retesting.i/
HertzlDerg experimented with kindergarten children
using four different methods in tracing and using a copy
in the teaching of handwriting to beginners. He found
that direct learning from the copy proved best. "There
was no appreciable transfer of tracing*"^/
In Kittle's method, the children do all new v/ork in
the air v/hile the teacher counts in march rhythm. Then
the pupils retrace large work on work sheets, last of all
the pupils make their ovm letters in the space provided.il
Maretz devised a plan for the integration of English
and writing. The writing was taught through the display
of a good specimen to the class and through self diagnosis.
1/ W. 3. Guiler, "Improving Handwriting Ability", Elemen-
tary School Journal
,
2KX, 1929, pp. 56-62
^ 0. E. Hertzberg, A Study of Methods Used in Training
Beginners to Write
,
Teachers Qollege. Qolumbia tJni-
versity. Hew York, Contributions to Education, 1926
Ruth Kittle, Kittle's Penmanship Re trace Build Work
Sheets Cursive Book 4, American Book Company, Hew York,
1947
^ Sarah Llaretz, "Plan for Integration of the Subjects,
Handwriting and language," Grade Teacher
.
Volume IV,
Humber 7, March, 1938, p. 3”5
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Johnson, in his experiment, observed that the evi-
dence revealed that improvement in writing was steady,
when the child used for comparison his own work and
samples from the text* He also found that the "amount
of time spent in practice was less important than the
amount of effort given by the class teacher to the de-
velopment of writing consciousness* nl/
Beale suggested these points for the content of a
lesson:
"1* Writing a familiar paragraph*
2* Measuring the quality of writing*
3* Selecting most conspicuous errors*
4* Practicing exercises designed to remedy
error*
5* Hewriting the same familiar paragraph try-
ing to eliminate the errors*
6* Measuring the quality again*
Hildreth listed the following trends in the teaching
of handwriting:
"1* The child is permitted much more liberty in
making his own handwriting adjustments, in
style of letter formation, as well as in
movements and speed* Systems of writing
have been discarded in favor of natural com-
fortable position, slant, and muscular effort*
ly William H. Johnson, "The Improvement of Handwriting",
Elementary School Journal , XLIII, 1943, pp* 90-96
2/ Beulah P.
Digest, X
Beale, "Trends in Handwriting",
,
November, 1944, pp* 23-25
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7Children are not trained for rigid posi-
tion which may break down under the far
from ideal conditions in which the pupil
must later write. Experimental evidence
favors the trend toward handwriting with
good coordination. A major emphasis is
not on free arm movement, but relaxed hand
and fingers which cooperate efficiently in
the task.”l/
Eo Adult models are no longer traced by the
children. Tfo tracing forms (Montessori
System)
.£/
3. We rely increasingly on inner maturation of
the mental and motor capacities to take care
of handwriting in5)r ovement
.
4. There is a noticeable change from the elabor-
ate cursive to simpler forms based on the earlier
Homan manuscript forms.
5. These are labeled as obsolete;
a. Penny on back of hand to correct
pronation.
b. Insisting on arm movement in all
writing.
c. Games and stories for sliding fin-
gers on nails.
d. Counting in rhythm—repeating jingles
in drill.
e. Writing in the air.
f . Tracing a perfect copy.
g. Skating games for li^t touch
h. Holding a ball of paper in hand to
loosen grip.
i. Placing a pencil under the wrist to
aid arm movement.
j. A frame for handwriting or a finger
guide
IT Gertrude H. Hildreth, learning the Three R*s , Educa-
tional Publishers Incorporated, Kinneauolis
,
Minnesota,
1936, pp. 231-E39
^ Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method . Frederick
Stokes Company, 19 lE
, pp . E4d-E70
3/ Gertrude E. Hildreth, loo. cit.
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6. Accessory drill^such as push-pulls, and
ovals^is discarded. More actual v/riting
is done.
7. The ?/ider use of the fountain pen is observed.
8. The children are rewarded for attempts at im-
provement rather than absolute standards of
excellence
.
9. The value of artificial incentives for improve-
ment seems dubious • Improvement comes from the
extensive opportunity for writing. With the
discard of formal, detached drills, go the
teacher created awards.
10. The use of improved methods of diagnosis is
seen.
11. The use of handv/riting scales is observed.
12. The use of diagnosis, adjustment, and correc-
tion in helping each child is the trend.!/
According to the Handwriting Committee of the 1926
Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence, the tenden-
cies in handwriting are:
”1. To limit the time for the teaching of hand-
v/riting to the first six grades.
2. To excuse pupils from practice, when standards
set up have been attained and are maintained
in all written ?/ork.
3. To place emphasis upon individual and group
instruction rather than uniform mass instruc-
tion .
4. To prepare and arrange content material so as
to allow pupils to progress as fast as they are
able .
5. To correlate handv/riting practice with other ac-
tivities.
3^ (Jertrude H. Hildreth, Learning the Three s , Educa-
Incorporated, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
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6* To eliminate daily handwriting drill in-
stmotion in the intermediate school except
for commercial groups and hospital classes
for the poorer writers.
7. To follow up the writing in the intermediate
or junior high school through the English,
social science, and exact science classes.
8. To make the daily class practice include
material from other subjects such as spell-
ing, social science, and exact science, etc.
9. To stress values and situations which will
provide children with opportunities for ap-
praising their own work and directing their
own progress.”!/
TT Lena Shaw, et al. "Handwriting”, Fourth Yearbook ,
national Education -Association
,
hepar tmen t of ^upe r-
intendence
,
Washington, D. C., February, 1926, Chapter
5, pp. 113-125
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF SUGGSSTIOHS FOR MOTIVATING HANDWRITING
Motivation
"The ideal that is highly desirable with every sub-
ject is ,that the mastery of it shall prove its own re-
ward."!/
According to Pyle "the chief incentives are to show
progress daily, weekly, and monthly and to excuse the
child, when he reaches the grade goal. ,,z/
Cole believed there was no greater incentive than
the presence of children who had reached the goal and
were therefore allowed to spend drill periods in pursu-
ing other interests.
West did not believe in excusing the good writer
from penmanship work altogether. He recommended giving
the child an opportunity to use writing in another prac-
tical way, such as, "Permit to copy assignments on the
board." He believed that this "permit" was the best
1/ Paul V. West, Changing Practices in Handwriting In-
struction
.
Educational Research Monographs, Number 9,
Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington, Illinois,
19E7, pp. 41-137
^ William Henry Pyle, The Psychology of the Common Branches
With Abstracts of the Source Material
.
Warwick and York,
Inc., Baltimore, 1930, Chapter IX, pp. 191-218
^ Luella Cole , Psychology of the Elementary School Subjects
Farrar and Rinehart, New York, 1934, Chapter V, pp. 115-
148
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incentive in the list.-1/
West said that competition could never be entirely
eliminated from classwork because it would find "spon-
taneous expression in a wholesome manner." He believed
that it was "questionable, whether, and to what extent
it should be artifically stimulated either in group or
individual forms
In Walker’s plan of group teaching, three classrooms
worked together. The A*s were in one room, the B's in
another room, and the C’s in the third. One group re-
ceived instruction, while the other groups were doing
something else. Once a month, the groups were regraded
and the best writers in rocsn A were sent to room C to be-
come pupil helpers. The rest of the children moved ac-
cording to progress.^
West listed the following devices for the motivation
of handwriting:
1. Certificates granted when the goal is attained.
E. Stars used for daily and weekly good work.
3. Seals and stamps used instead of stars.
Paul Y. Vifest, Changing Practices in Handwriting In-
struction
,
Educational Research Monographs, Humber 9,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois
1987, pp. 41-137.
^ Paul T. West, loc. oit.
3/ H. C. V/alker , "The Development of the Unit Plan of Pen-
manship Practice". Journal of Educational Research, Yol
umft I. February, 19'EU. -p-p, TTE^l'y
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4. Buttons, pins, and riBBons of various colors
given for the children to wear*
5* Pupils name written "fancy” by the supervisor.
6. Cards, called "good position" cards, given*
7* Child *s name placed on honor roll on bulletin
board
•
8* Contests with prizes of value, such as pic-
tures and etchings*
9. Banners given to rows, rooms, or grades*
10* Division of room into "teams" with prize of
cup or shield*
11* Division of room into "teams" with no other
prize than pride*
12* Good papers on the bulletin board*
13* "Good writers" rows or seats*
14* Best work of each day put up. This work stays
there until someone beats it*
15. Approval of each class drill as completed*
The first child to finish a set of exercises
is recognized as the "best writer*"
16* Best papers shown at parents* meetings*1/
17* Samples of first and last v/ork of the year
compared *
18* Special club membership given to best writer*
19* Competition to see who will get promoted first
to another nev/ project*
20. Best writer of row made "captain."
"ij Paul V. West, Changing: Practices in Handw^riting In-
struction
,
Educational Hesearch Monographs, IJumber 9,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinoi
1927, pp. 41-137

El. Good writers excused from drill for a week.
EE. Conditional excuse from drill of those who
reach a certain standard.
53. Privilege to send drills to the penmanship
company for approval.
54. Outdoor play period during writing.
55. Privilege to take home story hooks to read.1/
Kendall and Houston suggested the exchange of speci-
mens between classrooms and committees of pupils to de-
cide which children have the best position and writing as
devices for motivation.y
According to Pyle, "rhythmical movements aid in learn-
ing to write and increase interest.
West mentioned the use of oral dictation instead of
printed copy and spelling out the words instead of count-
ing, as incentives. The latter would have to be carefully
4/planned, since it didn^t always fit the situation.—'
^ Paul V. v/est, Changing Practices in Handwri ting In-
struction
.
Educational Research Lxonographs, Humber 9,
Fubllc^S^hool Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois,
19 E7, pp. 41-137
^ C. N. Kendall and Harry Houston, The Teaching of Pen-
manship
.
State of Hew Jersey, Bepartinent of Instruction,
1$1S.
William H. Pyle, 'The Psychology of the Common Branches
With Abstracts offhe apurce tSterial
.
v/arwiok and York,
Inc., Baltimore, 19 30
,
Chapter IX, pp. 191-S18
^ Paul T. West, loc. cit.
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Taylor suggested the following incentives:
!• Before and after exhibit, placing each pupil's
first and last papers together for comparison*
2* Extra credits for good penmanship in other sub-
jects •
3* Pupils keep own scores and mark their improve-
ment through the use of scales*
4* Have the principal give approval stamps.
Banne ~ iven to the class having the
Johnson stated that attractive material and funny
sentences help to relieve tiredness* 2/
Individual Differences
Judd suggested that the individual differences of
the child, rather than the perfect copy, be concentrated
upon. He recommended that the child keep his own slant*
He believed that the child would adjust his pen position
to suit his needs. He also suggested that the child be
allowed to try various paper positions to find the one
suited for him*-^
Beale stated that all pupils do not need the same
amount of practice. She observed that pupils were more
IJ Joseph 3. Taylor , Suuervis ion and Teaching of Handwrit-
ing . Johnson Publishing Co., Richmond, Ya., 1926, p* 160
^ William H. Johnson, "The Improvement of Handwriting",
Elementary School Journal , XLIII
,
1943, pp* 90-96
3/ Charles H. Judd , Oenetio Psychology For Teachers . Ap-
pleton, H. Y.
,
1911, Chapters VI and YII
most

15
interested in their own individual progress than group
progress* She also mentioned that "those who master hasio
principles maintain the shill* ..1/
Beale suggested that allowances he made for differ-
ences in physical make-up, differences in rate of learn-
ing, and differences in the standards of performance*
She stated that "since living organisms were being edu-
cated, many people fail to see that there is a relation-
ship between the occasional lapses in the quality of
writing and periods of acceleration in muscular and neural
d e ve 1opmen t •
Pyle stated that "by the age of ten or eleven, the
child is ready to perfect the writing movements and the
letter forms and in a year or two, reach all reasonable
efficiency in writing*"^
Cole stated that "there is nothing sacred about any
particular slant or any particular position of the paper;
the only criteria are the efficiency of the finished pro-
duct and the ease with which it is produced**^
\! Beulah P • Beale , "Llaking Handwriting Function", Instruc -
or, IXV, January, 1946, p* 14*
^ Beulah P. Beale, loc . cit*
3/ V/iliiam E* Pyle, The Psychology of the Common Branches
With Abstracts of the Source ilaterial
.
v/arwi ck and York,
Inc*, Baltimore, 1930, Chapter IX, pp. 191-E18
4/ Luella Cole , Psychology of the Elementary School Subjects
Farrar and Rinehart, H. Y., 1934, Chapter V, pp* 115-148
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Taylor found that "investigations prove that we must
expect children to use various oomhinations of finger, arm.
and wrist movements, hut the good writer uses more arm
movement than the poor writer. ,.1/
West suggested the following grouping of pupils for
handwriting;
"1. Those needing to retard rate and emphasize
quality.
B. Those needing to hold rate constant and empha-
size quality.
3. Those needing to emphasize rate and quality.
4. Those needing to emphasize rate taking care
not to lose quality.
5. Those who are above in rate and quality, but
who need to take care not to lose .in either,
even though excused from drill.".^
West recommended that "the length of the lesson be
varied according to the capacity of the child for con-
tinued attention."^
\j Joseph S. Taylor, Supervision and Teaching of Handwrit -
ing
.
Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, Va. ,19B6 ,p .77
2/ Paul V. West , Gorrectin? Faults Revealed by Dlagnos is
Remedial and Follow-Up Work - Handwriting, Handwriting
Humber 3, Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington, 111.
1926, p. 16
^ Paul V. West, Changing practices in Eandwritin g Instruc-
tion
.
Educational Research Monographs, Humber 9, Public
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, 111., 1927,
pp. 41-137

17
West suggested the presenting of various forms of
letters and letting the child take his choice of style.
The chief emphasis is on legibility. The plan has spec-
ial value in a foreign communityci^
Thompson suggested that each child should he allowed
to choose the size of his own letters# 2/
Aotivitie s
Phelps stated that "a program of activities should
be built around the subjects which necessitate writing#
The following list is a composite of general sugges-
tions made by various authors?
1. Booklets for any subject or project#1/
2# Stories of children's experiences#
5o Reports on subjects correlated v/ith social
s tudies
•
4# Stories about special days.
ly Paul 7 . .Vest
,
Changing practices in Handwriting In-
struction
,
Educational Research Mono graphs
,
ITumb e r 9,
Public Soil 00 1 Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois,
1927, pp# 41-137
^ Mary E, Thompson, Psychology and Pedarog:/ of Writing #
Warwick and York, Inc
. ,
Baltimore
,
19 11
,
p . 122
^
^ E. M. Phelps, ”The HandVirriting Lesson and *Other* Sub-jects". Elementary School Journal. XXXIII, October, 1932,
pp. 142-r^^
^ Frank H. Freeman and The Zaner-Bloser Company, Correlated
Handwriting
.
Teachers' Manual, Book 4, Zaner-Bloser Gom-
pany, Columbus, Ohio, 1936, p. 16
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5* Reports on topics assigned to be looked up.
6. Stories written about masterpieces of art.
7. Stories written about pupils* original drawings.
8. Stories written later to be illustrated.y
9. Exhibits labeled with descriptive signs.y
10. Book reports.
11. Eriendly letters.
12. Original poems and plays.
13. Proverbs.y
14. Letters asking for material and information
about places and industries.^
15. Booklet showing graphically and objectively
a child *s speed and quality.^
16. Reports of own progress in writing telling
faults or difficulties, Jhe teacher helping
only when asked for aid.^
IT Sarah Maretz, "Plan for Integration of the Subjects,
Handwriting and Language”, Grade Teacher
.
Volume LX
Humber 7, ilaroh, 1938, p. 36
^ E. M. Phelps, "The Handwriting Lesson and*0ther* Sub-jects”. Elementary School Journal, XXXIII, October,
1932, pp. 14;^-146
Frank N. Freeman and Dougherty, liary L.
,
How to Teach
Handv/ri ting
, Houston Mifflin Company, Boston, 1923
^ H. B. Wilson and G. M. Wilson, The Motivation of School
WORE
,
Houghton Mifflin Company
,
So s ton, 1921, pp. 185-190
^S. M. Phelps, loc. cit.
^ Paul V. West, Changing Practices in Handwriting Instruc-
tion
,
Educational Research Monographs, Humber, Public
School publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1927,
pp. 41-137
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17. Older people can serve as clerks in the
principal’s office.
18. Writing silent reading exercises for lower
grades
.
19. Making alphabetical lists.1/
ly Lena A. Shaw et al, "Handwriting”, FoTirth Yearbook »
National Education Association, Department of Super-
intendence, Washington, D. C.
,
February, 1926, Chapter
5, pp. 113-125.
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GHIPTSR III
ISSTEIiOPlvElIT OF EXERCISES,
DIAGITOSTIC CHARTS, AUR WORD LISTS
In an attempt to make the children conscious that
good v/riting should always he used, a set of exercises
was made to correlate with science, reading, spelling,
dictionary work and social studies*
The words in these exercises were based on the
words used in Grades 1 to 4 as found in the Rinsland 1/
and Buokin^am-Dolch ^ lists. Proper names could not
he graded easily so they were used only in the subjects
in which they appeared.
Each exercise was made so that certain sentences,
copied from the text, would he the correct answers.
This made it possible to check the letter or letters
that were stressed by that exercise. The letters that
were stressed were chosen by counting the frequency of
appearance in any given exercise. The letters were in-
troduced at random. The stressed letters were not known
to the children.
ly Henry D. Rinsland
,
A Bas ic Vocabulary of Elementary-
School Children
,
Macmillan, New York, 1945, pp. ;;:4-636
^ B. R. Buckingham and E. W, Dolch, A Combined Word List .
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1936, pp. 21-18^

The children were asked to suggest criteria hy which
they could analyze their writing* liewland »s i/ list of
illegibilities and the Zaner-Bloser chart of handwrit-
ing faults were used to supplement the children *s ideas
in making the diagnostic chart entitled ”How is my writ-
ing today?" (iTote in Appendix B)
The other chart entitled "Are my letters well made?"
was made hy the author using as a basis for letter for-
mation the wall chart containing the alphabet put out by
the Zaner-Bloser Company, (note in Appendix B)
The three practice word lists were based on Bur-
rell’s y "Selected Vocabulary for Srade Four" and "Reme-
dial-Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades." These were
supplemented by Einsland’s ^ list.
In the first list "Selected Vocabulary for Grade
Four" all the words were copied in the same order as
TTTT^ newland
,
"An Analytical Study of the Development
of Illegibilities in Handwriting from the Dower Grades
to Adulthood", Journal of Educational Research (1932)
26:249-258
^ Zaner-Bloser Staff, Handv/riting; Faults and How to Cor-
rect Them
,
The Zaner-Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio,TW
Donald D. Durrell, Isrprovement of Basic Read ing Abili -
ties
,
World Book Company, Yonkers- on-Hudson, new York,
1940, pp.' 345-350, 360-369
^ Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary
School Children
, ^cmi 11an
,
new Y o rk , 1^45, pp. 24-636
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they appear in the original list. Since this list had
no words heginning with x, words beginning with this let-
ter were taken from the Bins land y list. The children
who made poor initial letters practiced this list.
The second list was also based upon Durrell*s £/
"Selected Vocabulary for Grade Pour*” Alphabetical lists
were made in which each word was placed under each let-
ter that was found in the word v/ith the exception of the
initial and final letters. Then the words were arranged
so that the letters a, b, c, d, etc. were found alpha-
betically within the words. In the lists of a, e, and i
where there were more than two hundred words, the first
four words beginning with a, b, o, d, etc. were used.
The rest were discarded. This list was used by children
whose letters within words were illegible.
The third list was put together in a way similar to
the procedure used for list two. In this case, the words
were arranged so that the letters of the alphabet were
final letters. Here both of Ihirrell*s lists were used.
This list was used by the children whose final letters
and endings were poor. (Hote in Appendix C)
'll HenrykD, Binsland , A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary
School Children
, Macmillan, Hew York, 1945, pp. E4-636
^ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Read ing Abili-
ties. World Book Company, Yonkers -on-Huds on, Hew York,
T^, pp. 345-350, 360-369
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CRAPOiaR 17
AN OUTLINE OF THE HANDWRITING PROGRAM
i
This plan was an attempt to improve the legibility
of the handwriting of a fourth grade class, through the
correlation of writing with science, reading, spelling,
history, and geography* To increase the versatility of
the class in the use of handwriting tools, the following
materials were employed in written exercises and practice
1* Long and short wooden pencils*
2* Fountain and ordinary pens*
3* Lined and unlined paper*
The writing program was carried on for nine weeks
from January 5, 1948 to March 5, 1948*
No definite daily period was set aside for handwrit-
ing. Time was taken when it seemed most convenient for
the class*
The weekly plan was as follows;
Monday - Demonstration of correct writing
individually or to groups followed
by practice*
Tuesday - Pupil analysis of own regular
class work recorded on diagnostic
chart *
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Wednesday - Use of written exercises "both
for practice and checking let-
ter formation.
Thursday - Two minute test - results re-
corded on the diagnostic chart.
Frid ay - Practice on letters poorly made
in the test.
Typical weekly work was carried out thus;
Monday
The main faults of the class were poor letter forma-
tion and changing slant. Correct forms of most of the
letters in the alphabet v/ere demonstrated and explained.
The group was shown how to make the slant go one way re-
gard less of the angle of the slant.
After the demonstration^ the children worked at the
board and on paper. Half the children practiced their
names and spelling words at the board, while the other
half worked at their desks. Those at the board were
given five minutes to practice. Then they were asked to
make a final copy and to go back to their seats. Their
work was simply analyzed as to slant, spacing, and let-
ter formation. The second group went to the board and
the procedure was repeated, while the first group worked,
on paper, upon some specific fault pointed out in analysis.
Numerical rhythmic counting was used in an attempt
to regulate the speed of the class by the acceleration of
the slow writers and retardation of those who wrote very
fast.
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Tuesday
The first week, the children were asked to write a
sentence containing all the letters of the alphabet, viz.:
"A quick brown fox jun^s over the lazy dog. ..1/ The author
then checked each letter by placing the hole of the oak-
tag finder over the letter. Illegible letters were
crossed out and listed on 1he back of the paper. Every
child was shown which letters he made incorrectly. (See
Appendix B, p. 59)
Each child chose, at random, one of the day’s writ-
ten assignments on which to check his writing. He ana-
lyzed this paper by using the diagnostic chart entitled
"How is my writing today?”
The questions on the chart that could be answered
with "Yes” were marked by a check, while replies of "No"
were designated by a cross. (See Appendix B, pp. 54-56)
To check slant, alignment^ spacing of letters and
words, he employed the following tests taken from "Hand-
writing Faults and How to Correct Them": ^
VMax Hosenhaus, Penmanshin Self-Taug;ht . Teachers’
Manual, The Zaner-Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio,
1938
^ Zaner-Bloser Staff, Handwrit in g Faults and How to
Correct Them
.
Zaner-Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio,
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the lines should he parallel, and in three and four, the
inserted lines should he about the same length, taking
each one separately.
With the help of the oaktag finder, the child lo-
cated poorly made letters and recorded them on a chart
entitled, "Are my letters well made?" This chart con-
tained capital and small letters. (See Appendix B, pp.
57-58)
The analyzed papers were filed in the individual
folders
.
Wednesday
These exercises were used during the nine week period:
1. Geography - Question and Answer - Let-
ters checked - H, s, g
2. Word Meaning - I^Iatehing
(Appendix A, pp . 44-45)
3. Geography - Completion - Letters
checked - T
,
f
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4. History - Completion
(Appendix A, pp. 42-43)
5. Geography - Question and Answer
(Appendix A, pp. 46-48)
6. History - Question and Answer - Let-
ters checked - I, 1, G
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7. Geography - Proving Statenents - Letters
che eke d - B
,
w
,
v
8. Spelling - Alphabetical Order
(Appendix A, p. 53)
9. Science - Proving Statements
(Appendix A, pp, 49-52)
In these lessons, silent reading was treated as a
tool rather than a subject in itself.
The children wrote the first four exercises on lined
paper and the last five on unlined paper. This work gave
the children practice in writing, in pencil and ink, words
in sentences using lined and unlined paper. At the same
time, the work provided a cursive copy that the children
could follow.
The letters that were stressed in each lesson were
unknown to the children.
The exercises were given to the group as a whole so
that the writer could check on these two points:
1. General appearance of the writing in
pencil, ink, on lined, and plain paper.
2. Letter formation, when the fact that
they were being checked was unknown to
the children.
Thursday
Paragraphs copied from history, geography, and reading
assignments, used the day of the test, were the materials
given for the weekly two-minute tests. The children had
an opportunity to become familiar with the material as
s*>
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they did the assignment.
The paragraphs were oho sen on the basis of these
two criteria;
!• Number of different letters contained.
2. Content of abouttwo hundred and eighty-
five letters, using the Ayres 1/ Scale
for comparison.
.
Each child, with the help of the writer, rated him-
self and recorded his progress on the diagnostic chart.
The average speed per minute was found by dividing
the number of letters written in two minutes by tr/o.
Frld ay
Three word lists, practice for initial, central, and
final letters, were used. Each child knew, from the work
analyzed on Tuesday and Thursday, which letters he made
poorly. v7hen he had completed his assigned work, he copied
the words containing these letters using the list that
fitted his needs. The child copied as much of the list as
he could, making use of the long and short pencils, foun-
tain and ordinary pens, plain and lined paper at different
times. (Appendix C, pp. 60-123)
By laying the practice sheet alongside the list, he
was able to get a good view of the words to be written.
\J Leonard f. Ayr e s , Measuring Scale for Handwriting
Gettysburg Edition
, Russell Sage Foundation, New York,
1917.
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Ihe lists were written in cursive writing to give
the child a basis upon which to compare his own writing*
The tv/enty-three children were given a pre-test for
speed and quality using the Ayres i/ Scale. These samples
were scored t?/ice, at different time^ and the faults were
listed. Each child was taken individually, shown his
score on the scale, and told his faults. These points
were considered:
1. Score - quality on the scale.
E. Speed - letters written per minute.
3. Uniformity of slant.
4. pressure on paper - too light, too heavy.
5. Uniformity of alignment.
6. Spacing between letters.
7. Spacing between words.
8. Letter formation.
9. Quality of line - smooth, angular.
10.
Size - large, small, decreasing.
The children were told the reason for the test after
it was given so as to get typical handwriting samples.
On the basis of the pre-tests, the class was grouped
on the suggestions given by West 5/:
Xj Leonid x. Ayres, Measuring Scale for Handwriting Gettys -
burg Edition « Hussell Sage Foundation, Hew York, 1917
^ Paul V . V/est , Correcting Faults Revealed by Diagnosis
Remedial and Follow-up Work - Handwriting - Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, 111., 19E6, 16 p. Hand-
— writing Humber- 2 — ^ ^ ___
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"!• Those needing to retard rate and emphasize
quality.
2. Those needing to emphasize both rate and
^
quality."
The Freeman 1/ Scales for Grades 3, 4, and 5 were
placed on the bulletin board tinder the query, "How good is
your writing?" From these scales, it was decided that the
I
specimen marked, "Good for Grade 4." ^ or a quality of 60
j
' with a speed of 55 letters per minute on the Ayres 3/ Scale
,
was to be the goal. The reward for attaining the goal was
|
permission to use ink in written school work. I'
'! Samples of the daily work, as well as the tests, were
kept in individual folders. The diagnostic charts were al-
j!
so in the folders for quick comparison of progress.
;]
Positions of the body, writing arm, hands, writing tool,:!
i;
and paper were briefly discussed and demonstrated, but were
1
'
not stressed, ^ach child was allowed to assume a position
l!
comfortable for him provided it did not distort his body
|l
I
unhealthfully
.
,
At the conclusion of the nine week period
,
the children
!|
I;
were given the final two-minute test, in pencil and ink, for
speed and quality, using the Ayres ^ Scale for scoring.
1 TTFrank II. Freeman, Handwr iting lleasur ing Scales for Grades
3, 4, and 5, Zaner-Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio
^ ^ Frank H. Freeman, loc. cit.
Ij ^ Leonard P. Ayres, Measuring Scale for Handwriting Ge ttys -
burg lldition
,
Kussell Sage Foundation, Hew York, 1917
^ Leonard P. Ayres, loc. cit.
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OHAPTSR V
OBSERVATION AND EVALUATION OF THE PLAN
Observation
The nutnher of pupils taught by this plan was twenty-
three. Twenty-one people completed all the work. This
group was far too small for any significant statistical
results, but it was a tryout to get suggestions for im-
provement •
Most of the time was spent in working on individual
problems, so the rhythmic count was not used very often.
Thus the count, probably, made very little difference in
the worko
The class, as a whole, was poor in slant and letter
formation. The children had little knowledge as to what
makes good writing. When the child ren*s writing v/as com-
pared with the standard for the fourth grade, many children
expressed surprise at the poor quality of their own pen-
manship.
Many children preferred to write with the fountain
pen rather than pen and ink.
It was noted that the majority of the children en-
joyed practicing writing on the board.

3valuation
Each child*s first and last test papers were compared
for legibility and quality* Some improvement was shown
in the majority of oases*
The final test, written in ink, was compared with
another test taken on the same day, hut written in pen-
cil* Generally speaking, the work done with ink was bet-
ter* Some people, who wrote very black, had a lifter
touch with the pen* The writing done with fountain pen
was neater and better than that done with pen and ink*
There appeared to be no difference in the work
written with long or short wooden pencils*
The work was neater on papers that had lines for the
guidance of the eye*
In some cases where letter fomation improved, a de-
crease in speed was noted* In a few instances, the speed
increased but the legibility was lowered*
It is possible that the plan was begun too late in
the year and was not carried on long enough to show much
improvement or deterioration*
Evaluation by the Children
The children's written opinions of the plan were
based on these questions:
1* V/hat did you like about the way we learned to
write?
1/» -
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2. Was there anything that yon did not like about
the plan?
3. Do you feel that you can write better now?
4* ’What part helped you the most?
In answer to question one, the replies were as fol-
lows ;
1. Fourteen children enjoyed writing on the board*
2* Tv/o children liked practicing the slant*
3* One girl liked writing on the ”big pieces of
paper,” meaning the exercises*
4* One girl liked learning to write with pen and
ink.
5* One boy liked finding his speed on the test*
6* One boy liked to close his letters such as a*s,
d *s
,
etc*
Question two received these answers:
1. Sleven people wrote that there was nothing that
they did not like about learning to write*
2* Three people did not like the exercises to
write *
3* One boy disliked writing on the board*
4* Three people did not like the testing and
diagnosis *
5* One boy did not like making the ”c with the hook.
6* One girl did not like holding the pen and pen-
cil so that her hand slid on her fingers across
the paper*
Eighteen people felt that they had made some im-
provement* One child wrote, ”Uy letters are better and
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they look better.” Another child made this observation,
”I feel that I can write now because I learned how you
really should write." A third child, who felt that no
improvement was made, made this comment, "My letters
do not slant one way and you still can^t read my let-
ters
To the question, what helped most in learning to
write, the following observations were made;
1. Five children stated that the tests helped.
2. Four children listed that knowing the correct
letter formation aided them.
3. Three children wrote that correcting the
slant made their writing look better.
4. Two people listed that writing on the board
helped
.
5. Two people listed that practicing the v;ord
lists improved their letters.
6. One girl mentioned that learning to write
"light" made her papers neater.
7. Three children made no comment.
Suggestions for Improvement
From the observation and the comments made by the
children, the author makes the following suggestions for
the improvement of the plan:
1. Make the exercises shorter and more interesting,
perhaps a picture or a funny sentence would help.
2. Give the child only the part of the word list
that he needs to practice. The children get
bored with the whole list.
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3. Start the plan in September* 2here v/ill be
fewer bad habits to correct*
4. Give them ink as soon as possible. The
children try harder 'when they have pen and
ink •
5* Choose a handwriting scale that measures
the criteria that are established as goals*
6. Teach the children to use the handwriting
scale. The children want to know where they
stand *

SUGGS3TI01JS FOR FURTHER STU])Y
The trends indicated hy the plan are interesting to
note. It is evident that they are not concTasive and that
further study is needed along these lines.
The following are some suggestions for such study:
I ^ Lyperiment
A. Time - spend about a year on the work.
B. Grade - use at least tv/o rooms—can be any
grade— the plan can be adjusted.
C. Procedure - have one class taught according
to the plan while the other class does the
regular work.
I). Keep all records for comparisons and tabula-
tion. Keep the work in the children's fol-
ders— it will help.
II For the versatility of the children, use small cards -
filing cards - in addition to plain and lined paper.
Have the children write on books held in their laps.
Have the pupils write at tables, while standing.
Ill Make a list of all the factors which effect the quali-
ty of handwriting.
IV How can a room be organized so that handwriting in-
struction will meet the needs of each child?
V 'i"/hat are the specific difficulties in the teaching of
cursive handwriting?
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APPENDIX A - SAMP IE SXSBCISES
I History Completion Exercise
II Dictionary Completion Exercise
III Geography Questions
IV Science Review Exercise
V Spelling Exercise
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APPEITDIX B DIAGl^OSTIC MATERIAL
General Diagnostic Chart
Chart for Checking Letter
Formation
Letter Finder
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LETTER PIT'DER
Letter formation was checked by placing the hole
over each letter.
Ii
APPEimiX c \70HD LISTS
List 1 - Practice for poorly made initial
letters
List 2 - Practice for letters poorly made
within the word
Practice for poorly made final
letters
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